Montague Broadband Advisory Committees
Monday, April 25, 2016 Montague Town Hall First Floor
Attending: Kevin Hart, Lisa Enzer, Rob Steinberg
1. Minutes of 4/12/16 approved: (KH motion, RS 2nd, AIF)
2. Changed order of mtg to allow conversation with Bill Stathis of Crocker
Communications (KH motion/LE 2nd/AIF)
Bill Stathis presented his view of why MBI indicated Matrix was not capable of
providing network operations, or being service provider for town. Described Crocker’s
history and current business functions. Crocker has 9 months of experience thus far for
Town of Leverett, and can help Montague solve the issue of potential disqualification of
Matrix, by becoming ISP and network operator once build-out is completed by Matrix.
Crocker unable to capitalize funds of amount required to perform build out, while Matrix
can leverage millions. Conversation finished with BS offering to connect directly with
Elizabeth Copeland in pursuit of Crocker strengthening Montague’s approach to getting a
timely solution. BBC unable to reach out to Copeland’s office at this time as we await
decision by MBI on Matrix.
3.Response of Matrix to MBI’s request for more information leaves Town still in the
dark. No meeting scheduled yet for ‘decision’. However, request for Public Records
response for information to MBI netted a letter with details of budget for 1 year, and top
3 salaries. Expenses for projects in Western Mass communities were $147,000 equaling
less than 1% of the total budget. MBI also has pending lawsuits from GS4 and Axia
pertaining to middle mile build. General agreement that MBI is squandering state funds
and demonstrating incompetency in fulfilling its stated mission.
RS moved to put FIO into the record, LE 2nd/AiF (see at end of notes)
Update continued with public dissatisfaction of bureaucracy and lack of action by MBI
for so long. Numerous letters sent to Rep. Kulik, Sen. Rosenberg, and a few to Linda
Dunleavy noting frustration with process to get solution to un-served residents of town.
Linda is director of FRCOG and MBI BoD; she reached out to Kevin Hart personally to
learn more about the situation.
RS penned letter to Rep. Kulik clearly stating Montague’s preferred vendor and citing
recent Boston Globe article, and additional reports linked at end of these notes. RS will
present letter to BoS for decision on whether BBC committee should proceed with
current tack or stop engagement. (BoS meeting is to follow immediately at 7PM)
4. Prepared for upcoming Town Meeting and reviewed warrant article 7 for Special Town
meeting requesting second of two votes to establish MLP. Projected MLP to be
comprised of appointed members including BBC members, BoS member, Town Planner
or Town Administrator to start. Reviewed warrant article 38 (no additional details) on
establishing a study committee to research development of town wide BB. Conversation
and recommendation that if passed by Town Meeting, new committee should report to
MLP to prevent duplication issues.
KH will present article 7 on May 7, 2016 town Meeting.

https://www.bostonglobe.com/business/2016/04/20/broadband-connections-stilllag-western-mass-harvard-researchers-say/uAxXCrPEp0lPC5dl9I33BO/story.html
https://backchannel.com/why-western-mass-doesn-t-have-the-internet77922828048c#.ntra5cpie

https://cyber.law.harvard.edu/publications/2016/wiredwest_case_study
Ajourned: 6:55PM LE motion, RS 2nd/AiF

